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Dwight the Deer

 Dwight the Deer Pillow Kit from BERNINA of Naperville

 Sewing Machine with ¼” foot, free-motion foot, 
decorative stitching foot and edgestitch foot

 Mettler Silk Finish 100% cotton thread in 50wt for 
sewing and piecing

 26” Square of batting

 ¾ Yard of Muslin of scrap fabric for backing Dwight 
when he’s quilted

Supplies



Dwight the Deer
Kit Contains  Pattern

 Fabric

 ¼ Yard of Deer, Ear Interior, Antlers

 Scraps for Eyes and Nose

 ½ Yard SF-101

 5/8 Yard Background

 1 ¼ Yard Pillow Backing

 You add 26” square batting and Muslin for quilting pillow



Dwight the Deer

 Ear Diagram is a bit confusing in the pattern

 Page 15: in Fig. 8 the ears are reversed

 When you Prep the rest of the ears on Page 16, switch 
them so that Fig. 10 looks like this:

Challenges with Piecing

RIGHT EAR LEFT EAR

RIGHT EARLEFT EAR



Dwight The 
Deer

Quilting



Dwight the Deer

 There are some extra pieces you need to add to Dwight 
to make him measure 24 ½” (unfinished)

 Follow the instructions on Page 2, Steps 1 - 2

 We made the pillow with a different envelope style 
technique (no quilting)

 Cut 2 pieces of the Pillow back to measure 18” x 24 ½”

 Cut 2 pieces of SF-101 to measure 17” x 24 ½”

 Press the SF-101 fusible side to wrong side of pillow 
back fabric. The pillow back fabric should measure 1” 
longer

 Press pillow back fabric (the non-SF-101 side) over 1” 
using the Hat Hemmer

 Press another 1” over, using the Hot Hemmer

 Topstitch according to the video

Making the Pillow



Dwight the 
Deer

 Follow the video to assemble the video

 Don’t forget to clip your corners!

 Press

 Admire
Pillow Assembly
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